Planets D6 / Itaan
Itaan
Itaan is a Palvar Defense Force member world located near
the Celmoore star
system (which is known to house at least one major pirate
outpost that has
yet to be eliminated). Itaan is a pleasant world now, although it
was once
plagued with violence and corruption until several key PDF
military strikes
against local rebel and terrorist outposts eliminated the
majority of the
threat (this military operation remains the largest in the history of the
PDF to date).
Itaan provides more than half of all the medical supplies and foodstuffs
used by the PDF's military forces. The local Itaanu, a incest-like race,
make up all of the work force on the planet while human PDF officers and
troops keep the order.
Itaan is a sprawling world with vast amounts of untouched wilderness with
seemingly endless amounts of valuable minerals and resources to offer. There
are several rumors that Kashan Systems (acting separate of the PDF) is
attempting to contract strip-mining rights on one of the smaller continents
which still remains untouched by any sentient. Due to the Itaanu's submissive
manner, Kashan Systems will most likely succeed in getting their contract.
Type: Terrestrial
Location: Mid Rim: Palvar Sector
Temperature: Warm
Atmosphere: Type I (breathable)
Hydrosphere: Moist
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Mountains, forest, jungle, urban
Length of Day: 10.51 standard hours
Length of Year: 571 local days
Sapient Species: Itaanu (N) (98%), Humans (2%)
Starport: Standard
Population: 2.31 million
Planet Function: Supply production

Government: Board of Elders
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Foodstuffs, medical supplies
Major Imports: High tech, mid tech
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